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Services

Our approach

In need of key biomedical knowledge to bring your

Research and consultancy

We analyse and structure your research needs, provide

research projects up to speed?

• Strategic research planning

a solid project proposal with clear deliverables and

Hugin Mugin research has academic research experience

• Study and survey design

in nephrology, cardiovascular disease, as well as bone

• Feasibility studies

and mineralization disorders.

• Analysis, summary and presentation of data from your
research projects or surveys

Short in staff or time to delve into the literature to get

• Literature search and analysis

started on a new research project?
Not sure which data to obtain or how to best analyse

Writing and publication

them?

• Publication strategy development

Hugin Mugin research conducts feasibility studies, and

• Preparing papers for publication in scientific journals

provides state-of-the-art literature analysis, as well as

• Report writing and/or editing

data analysis and interpretation.

• Assistance in writing grants or research proposals
• Scientific abstracts

Publish or perish? And publish where?
Hugin Mugin research works with you to develop a

Presentation

complete the work in a professional and timely manner.
Working from a strong medical and scientific background,
with an analytical mind and attention to detail, Hugin
Mugin research provides the customised analysis, advice
and reporting you need to get the most out of your
research data.

The ravens: Hugin and Mugin
Hugin and Mugin (or Munin) are the ravens of the Norse
God Odin, whose names mean ‘thought’ and ‘memory’.
Odin sends them out at dawn to fly all over the world and
when they return, they sit on his shoulder and speak into
his ear all the news they gathered.

Analogous to our mythological namesakes,

publication strategy, to select appropriate journals so

• Scientific posters
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that your results get the attention they deserve. We

• Powerpoint presentations

• scouts for excellent scientific and medical information

provide writing and editing services for papers, reports,

• Slide kits

• works with you to organise your thoughts

research grants, scientific posters and abstracts.

into a clear-cut research or publication strategy
• enhances the memory of your research
with comprehensive reports, articles or presentations.

Hugin Mugin Research provides the
biomedical research, consulting and
writing services you need.
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